
Recycled Molten Glass and Tree Root70

In a village in the hills above Ubud in Bali is a glassblowing 
workshop.  In one corner two women are preparing broken sheet 
glass for recycling. Close by four men rush to and fro heating the 
glass until it glows, then deftly blowing it into an extraordinary 
range of  shapes. 

Elsewhere other artisans are preparing discarded fragments of  
root. The result is a collection of  beautiful and unique pieces, the 
glass melted to hug the natural contours of  the root on which they 
perch, frozen in time like Dali’s molten watches...

Molten glass & teak root 
sculptures

Bestselling range!

STC03
shaped glass on wood sm 
thick glass

WT010
terrarium 
double

WT011
terrarium recy glass

WT08
shaped glass on 
wood 25-28cm ht

WT092
shaped glass on wood 
bowl 20-23cm

WT093
shaped glass on wood 
bowl 26-29cm

WT011
terrarium 
hanging recy 
glass

NEW
NEW

NEW

(can be used hanging or on flat surface)
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Note: Hand-blown glass 
sometimes includes small 
bubbles or other imperfections 
- these add to its charm 
showing it’s not a mass 
produced factory product.

Bestselling range!

ST06
bowl 8-11cm dia

STC02
shaped glass candle holder on wood 
8-10cm dia
bestseller

 TOP SELLER

ST09
bowl 8-11cm
 TOP SELLER

ST07
bowl 
20-23cm
 TOP SELLER

ST08
vase 
22-25cm ht
 TOP SELLER
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ST15
jug 32-35cm ht
bestseller

RED03
bowl ‘burnt offering’
bestseller

This is a great eco range, 
with all the glass recycled 
and shaped on the same site, 
each piece looking slightly 
different. As each piece of 
gamal root is unique, sizes 
vary. The roots (or branches) 
are from dead trees

SB02
glass bowl on parasite wood 
glass 15-18cm ht
bestseller

ST19
shaped glass bowl on 
wood 32-34cm
bestseller

ST18
bowl 23-26cm ht
bestseller

RED02
hanging bowl

Bestselling range

ST17
wine carafe with stopper 
27-30cm ht
 TOP SELLER
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WT01
shaped glass on wood 
triple 45-60cm

WT02
shaped glass on wood triple 
45-55cm
bestseller

WT03
shaped glass on wood 
triple 30-40cm

WT04
shaped glass on 
wood frame
40-50cm

WT06
shaped glass bowl 
on wood tall
30-40cm
bestseller

Large centrepieces

WT05
shaped glass on wood 
5-piece ht 55-60cmST20

shaped glass 
bowl on wood 
34-36cm
 TOP SELLER
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WTG01
terrarium recy 
glass 20cm

WTG03
terrarium recy 
glass 12cm

WTG04
terrarium recy 
glass 10cm

WTG02
terrarium recy 
glass 15cm

Hanging 
terrarium 
globes

A different form of terrarium - hanging globes. 

These unique hanging items bring an innovative way 
to add a natural decorative element to the home. 
Fill with different combinations of plants and even 
add little personalised decorations like pebbles, 
shells, crystals or wood. Follow a season or 
festivities theme maybe.

There’s no reason why these can’t be used to 
contain things other than plants too! Pot Pouri, 
wine corks, pebbles, fairy lights  - the possibilities 
are endless when decorating with these glass 
globes.

We have 4 different sizes ranging between 10-20cm 
which include jute rope. 
Note: Plants are 
not included!



SB01G
17-21cm ht green

SB01LG
17-21cm ht blue

SB01OR
17-21cm ht orange

SB01R
17-21cm ht red

SB01Y
17-21cm ht yellow
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Molten coloured glass  
and teak root
These handblown bowls are made from 
recycled glass, and discarded tree roots. Each 
one is a different shape, moulded to the shape 
of the tree roots. The glass is frosted and will 
look fantastic with fairy lights added. Excellent 
sales since they arrived in September!
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JM011
butterfly and insect 
house hexagonal

JM017
bee and butterfly 
house

JM05
butterfly house 

JM09
combination 
insect house

We all know that the wild world is under threat. One way we can all help 
is to provide easy homes for birds, bees and other insects like butterflies. 
These great combination ‘hotels’ are made in a small workshop in Bali 
using local bamboo, driftwood and other sustainable materials. 

Bee and butterfly houses

Y1905
bee house hexagonal 
22x18x23cm
bestseller

Y1901
bee house, driftwood 
roof and sides
3-tier, 38cm ht

Y1902
bee house, 
3-tier, 38cm ht

Y1900
bee house 
driftwood roof and sides 
23cm ht
bestseller

Y1903
honeycomb bee house
hexagonal 18cm dia
bestseller

Y2200
bee hive green w brown roof
24x17x24cm Y2000

bee/bug hotel 3-tier 
w metal
27x10x34cm

ANT051
bee hotel w bee
14x10x17cm
bestseller

ANT057
bee hotel driftwood and albesia
19x10x17cm
bestseller
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eeccoo
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ffaaii
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NA2145
acorn bird feeder
12x12x55cm ht
 TOP SELLER

NA2217
birdfeeder moon 
shape large
23x10x27cm ht

NA2286
happy 
sunflower 
birdfeeder

Y1907
bird table, driftwood 
roof and sides square
25cm ht
bestseller

Y1906
bird table, driftwood 
roof and sides round
25cm ht
bestseller

Bird feeders
These amazing bird feeders come from Bali 
and are designed specifically for small birds: 
robins, dunnock, sparrows, blue tits, finches, 
great tits and so on. They provide a perfect 
perch; expect to be running in and out of the 
house to fill them up every hour!

NA2146
bird table 
hanging

ID2327
bamboo 
birdfeeder 
double

NEW

ID2326
bamboo 
birdfeeder

NEW

SALE We have run out of space 
in our warehouse! Take advantage 
of the massive discounts currently 
available on many of our popular bee 
hotels and bird feeders/ houses!

WCAN2304
bamboo chimes 
w bird feeder

NEW
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PROK007
banana fibre

PROK004
recycled sari 
triangle

PROK002
hoglaPROK001

coconut fibre

PROK020
rice straw 
weaving

PROK003
birdhouse recycled 
sari ball

BBAM33
bamboo bird box
sloping roof
110cm

BBAM32
coconut bird box
110cm

Prokritee is a Fair Trade company in 
Bangladesh, which uses renewable 
sources of material such as recycled 
sari, waste jute, natural fibres and 
leaves. It supports over 2,000 artisans 
in rural areas of Bangladesh. Despite 
Covid, this range got off to a rip-
roaring start, many products selling 
out almost straight away last year.

PROK115G
banana fibre 
green

PROK115R
banana fibre 
red/purple

PROK115T
banana fibre 
turquoise

Bird and insect 
houses

NA2111
recycled plastic

SALE We have run out of space 
in our warehouse! Take advantage 
of the massive discounts currently 
available on many of our popular bee 
hotels and bird feeders/ houses!

PROK005
recycled sari ball
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PROK021
rice straw w recy 
sari

PROK022
teepee shape recy 
sari

CID006
coconut and bamboo

ANT052
ladybird house

PROK080
bamboo and water 
hyacinth pink top

PROK082
bamboo & water 
hyacinth green top

PROK083
bamboo & 
palm leaf spiky PROK084

coconut tall

PROK081
bird house 
cane + rope

 Bestselling Range!A great selection of fully 
sustainable products handmade 
with locally sourced renewable 
materials such as cane, bamboo, 
water hyacinth and palm leaf. ‘Free’ 
materials which otherwise would 
just rot or be thrown away.

PROK081
bird house 
cane + rope
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Y1910
birdhouse driftwood, 
blue roof 21cm ht
bestseller

NA1810
recycled fabric
19x16x28cm ht
bestseller

These nesting boxes are made by skillful 
artisans in Moradabad, India, and from Ubud, 
Bali, using natural and recycled materials 
which will fit in with the flowers and 
vegetation of the garden. They’re 
waterproof, by the way… 

They’ve been excellent sellers since we 
introduced them as there’s currently huge 
demand for products like these.  

Bird houses

NA17009
recycled fabric
round 48cm
 TOP SELLER

NA17008
recycled fabric
square 48cm
 TOP SELLER

NA2024
birdhouse 
woven round
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CID016
bird house cogon 
grass sq
18x22cm ht

Y2001
hedgehog house driftwood

28x24.5x20cm
bestseller

Y2003
birdhouse driftwood kettle
37cm ht
bestseller

Driftwood

ffaaii

rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

Y1911
birdhouse 
driftwood, 21cm ht
bestseller

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn dd llyy

NA2204
watering can eco iron
38x25cm
bestseller

The driftwood used here and 
on many of our bird, bee and 
hedgehog houses comes down 
from the mountains, and is 
collected from rivers and streams. 
It’s a great example of putting 
otherwise useless products to 
good use.

Iron
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Hand-carved painted 
wooden birds

BNB2203
hedge 
sparrow
13cm width

BNB2204
pied wagtail
20cm width

BNB2206
dipper
18cm width

BNB2211
golden eagle
23cm width

BNB2212
herring gull
21cm width

BNB2213
heron 37cm ht

BNB2214
swan

BNB2201
green woodpecker
22cm ht

More handcarved and painted birds from Bali, made with 
sustainable albesia wood. We’re very impressed with the work that 
goes into crafting these, especially since the artisans have never 
seen these British birds. 

On our recent visit to Bali, we visited Wayan Dirga (pictured 
below). He is using one of the drills supplied by us last year, 
when £8,000 of our profits were used to distribute tools to our 
producer groups in Bali.

27x13x24cm

S0030

 

NEW

NEW RANGE
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BNB003
blue tit
12cm width
bestseller

BNB001
goldfinch
12cm width
bestseller

BNB002
wren
12cm width

BNB004
bullfinch
12cm width
bestseller

BNB005
curlew
23cm width
bestseller

BNB006
kingfisher
16cm width
bestseller

 Bestselling Range!

BNB008
blackbird
12cm width
 TOP SELLER

BNB007
chaffinch
12cm width

 TOP SELLER

BNB009
robin
12cm width
 TOP SELLER
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BNB010
spotted 
woodpecker
18cm ht

BNB012
puffin
20cm width
bestseller

BNB015
tawny owl 
large
19cm ht
bestseller

BNB013
puffin (no base)
20x18cm ht
bestseller

BNB016
tawny owl 
small
12cm ht
bestseller

BNB017
barn owl 
medium
32cm ht

BNB018
barn  owl 
large
39cm ht

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn dd llyy

It’s large! 
Great for a 

window display

BNB015
tawny owl 
large
19cm ht
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ERA1804
hanging 
parrot 
105cm
bestseller

ERA1806
hanging 
toucan 
40cm

BNB2306
hanging toucan w 
bamboo chimes 
90cm

BNB2300A
parrot red 
hanging 30cm

BNB2301B
2 parrots blue 
hanging 32cm

BNB2302A
cockatoo 
hanging 30cm

BNB23044
parrot and baby 
red 40cm

Let’s not forget tropical birds! Handcarved 
by the same skilled artisan in Bali

Tropical birds

NEW

NEW

NEW



SUW05
mobile love
20x30cm

SUW06
mobile peace
20x25cm

SUW07
mobile dragonfly
14x40cm

SUW08A
mobile bee
15x40cm

SUW01A
mobile bird blue/yellow 
asst. 13x33cm

Recycled Glass Mobiles 86

Recycled glass mobiles 

SUW03
recy glass and wood 
chimes sailing boat 2 
asst cols

SUW04
recy glass and wood 
chimes sailing boat 2 
asst cols

NEW RANGE

We’re really excited by this new range 
of mobiles, made with recycled glass 
and sustainable albesia wood. No plastic 
involved, a great new type of suncatcher!



SUW011
mobile 2 birds
20x33cm

SUW013
mobile rainbow
28x47cm

SUS22
mobile col pieces
30x50cm

SUS23
mobile col pieces 
pagoda 25x60cm
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SUW010
recy wood and glass 
chimes

SUW09
recy glass and wood 
chimes unicorn

NEW

NEW
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Recycled glass mobiles
These new additions to our recycled glass 
mobile range are made by a young couple with 
two children in Tegallalang, near Ubud, the heart 
of the crafts industry in Bali.

They’re a wonderful example of creativity, 
showing how simple pieces of broken glass 
can be painted and put together to make an 
attractive chime, and not just attractive visually. 
They also produce a calming sound when 
touched by the wind.

SUS102
fish blue & white
bestseller

SUS101
squiggly blue & 
white ombre

SUS111
10 green bottles + 20% FREE
Reduced to half price: how much 
better can you get than that?

SUS112
teardrops asst cols

SUS113
diamonds

SUS114
rectangles blues & greens

ffaaiirr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

SUS100
leaves blues & whites

rec
ycled

re-made

SUS110
10 green bottles
 TOP SELLER
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SUS104
bottles greens, blues 
& whites

No plastic, no resin, no 
waste - in fact, they help 
to clear up waste by 
upcycling it. 
The glass makes a 
pleasant tinkling sound. 

SUS106
diamond multi col

These mobiles are made by a young 
couple with two children in Tegallalang, 
where Bali’s famous rice terraces attract 
thousands of tourists each year. During 
Covid, there were no tourists and our 
orders kept this family going at a very 
difficult time for them.

SUS107
rectangles reds, 
yellows & blues

SUS108
rectangles multi-col
bestseller

SUS105
leaf multi col
bestseller

SUS103
bottles greens & yellows
bestseller

SUS109
round diamond 
multi col
 TOP SELLER
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Suncatchers

MRS114
two birds on 
branch 
bestseller

MRS098
17x22cm

MRS120
2 birds on 
branch blue/
red

SUN2203
bird 
asst colours
bestseller

SUN2204
owl 
asst colours

SUN2208
2 birds on branch

MAM2300
fox

MAM2306
robin

MAM2307
rainbow sun

MAM2302
flower of lifeNEW

NEW

NEW
NEW

Suncatchers are one of our most 
popular ranges, selling especially well 
in the spring and summer.

DNGQR1602
rainbow w 5 birds 
16x26cm
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One of our most popular ranges, these 
suncatchers from Bali sell especially well 
in the spring and summer.

MRS101
14 x 24cm
bestseller

SUN1708

SUN1700
asst cols
11 x 17cm
bestseller 

SUN2211

SUN2212

SUN2213

S0013
3 asst
bestseller

MRS156
suncatcher flying 
bird green wings 
16x26cm

S0012
3 asst
14cm
bestseller
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MRS032
14 x 21cm

MRS123
16x16cm

MRS069
rainbow circle
10cm

DNGQR50
31cm

DNGQR92
71cmDNGQR57

82cm
bestseller

DNGQR76
55cm
bestseller

SUN2210

SUN2214

SUN2202
rainbow star
bestseller

SUN2200
rainbow heart
bestseller

SUN2201
rainbow moon
bestseller

 TOP SELLER

SUN2209

SUN2206
3 rainbow hearts

SUN2205
rainbow butterfly
bestseller

SUN2207
rainbow + heart

S0014
35cm
bestseller
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DNGQS14
30cm
bestseller

MRS035
star shaped 
hexagram
16 x 18cm

MRS026
angel
11 x 18cm

MRS008
unicorn rainbow
12 x 18cm

MRS025
angel
12 x 17cm

S0015
3 asst
bestseller

SUN1715
angel in oval

MRS155
2 doves beaks 
touching 
10x30cm
bestseller

MRS096
angel under rainbow, 
16 x 28cm

MRS003
heart rainbow, 
10 x 15cm
bestseller

MRS036
mandala & feathers 
blue background
15 x 36cm
bestseller

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

S0011

MRS034
mandala,
8x22cm
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SUN16707
40cm

SUN1718
asst cols
bestseller

MNWBR01
2 asst cols 32cm
bestseller

DNGQR1603
16cm

SUN16709
asst cols
18cm

SUN16711
asst cols

MRS091
elephant x 3, 
9 x 40cm
bestseller

S0017
3 asst
16cm
bestseller

SUN16712
asst cols
22cm
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SUS15
lar and sm circles 
bestseller

SUS16
sm and lar 
hearts

SUS17
sm circles

SUS18
teardrop

SUS20
large hearts

Lightcatchers
Handmade in Bali, these beautiful hanging 
lightcatchers reflect and radiate light from 
the sun. Lightcatchers can be hung indoors or 
outdoors. Place next to the window or hang 
from a tree - anywhere that can reflect and add 
luminance to the setting.

SUS14
diamonds
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AL2300
recy metal 
motorbike asst 
colours

AL2303
recy metal dog 
w coil body

AL2306
recy metal dog 
25cm ht

AL2305
recy metal dog 
42cm ht

AL2307
recy metal dog 
61cm ht

AL2310
recy metal mouse 
fishing 72cm ht

NEW RANGE Recycled metal from Bali
Take a ride with these fantastic, unique 
examples of creative recycling! 

The artisan who makes them considers 
them ‘art’, he hates making anything the 
same. Great attention-grabbing pieces for 
windows and other displays.
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NEW

NA2400
recy metal mobile 5 
elephants

NA2401
recy metal mobile 
large butterfly

ASP20232
recy brass chimes chakra 
tree of life 8cm dia

NA2403
recy metal mobile 
3 bells

NEW

NEW

NEW

NA2134
recy metal 
chimes bird w 
birdhouse

NA2135
recy metal 
chimes 2 hearts 
3 bells

NA2136
recy metal 
chimes bird

NA2346
metal hanging stars 
moon and planets 
105cm
bestseller

NA2138
recy metal 
chimes curvy 
bells

NA2139
recy metal 
chimes birds
bestseller

Recycled brass chimes Waste brass is melted down and 
poured into moulds to make the 
bells. Making brass from new zinc 
and copper is uneconomical, so 
recycling creates a sustainable 
industry. Melting down a variety of 
brass alloys creates a rich array of 
warm golden hues.
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ffaaiirr  
ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

ASP16704
sun, moon, star
53cm

ASP1419
butterfly
22cm

ASP1420
pentagram
22cm

ASP16702
moon and star 
22cm

ASP1422
swirl
22cm

ASP1421
elephant
22cm

ASP1418
Buddha 
22cmASP1417

star 
22cm

ASP315
elephants
22cm

ASP20213
kangaroo & baby
24cm

ASP20215
elephant
16cm

ASP20216
heart
18cm

ASP20217
moon
16cm

ASP20218
hamsa hand
19cm

NA2120
circular chimes with 
elephant 29cm dia
bestseller

NA2126
mobile pyramid bell 
chimes 18x40cm

Bestselling range You can’t go wrong with these mini 
chimes - excellent sellers
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ASP2201
chakra bells set of 7

Chakra bells

ASP20220
heart
bestseller

ASP20221
moon

ASP20222
hamsa 
hand
bestseller

ASP20225
sun
bestseller

ASP20226
buddha

ASP20227
pentagram

ASP20228
elephant

ASP20229
spiral

ASP20230
moon/star
bestseller

ASP20231
tree of life
bestseller

ASP20235
sun moon star
bestseller
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ASP2375
star w face
6x11cm

ASP2381
bird
8x11cm
bestseller

ASP2382
dragonfly
9x15cm

ASP2383
owl
7x17cm

ASP2384
butterfly
6x10cm

ASP2385
elephant 
6x10cm

ASP2386
elephant
10x13cm

ASP2376
star w face 
9x13cm

ASP2377
moon
4x12cm
bestseller

ASP2378
sun w face 
9x14cm
bestseller

ASP2379
heart
5x12cm
bestseller

ASP2380
hamsa hand
9x18cm
bestseller

ASP2389
patterned 
w beads 
12x48cm

ASP2388
patterned w 
beads 10x44cm

ASP2387
patterned w beads 
8x35cm

Iron bells and chimes
Made by artisans in New Delhi, India, 
out of recycled wrought iron, these 
bells are a wonderful addition to our 
metal chime range. The scrap iron is 
shredded so that less energy is used 
in the melting process. After the 
iron is melted, it is then cooled and 
solidified into these carefully shaped 
bells and chimes. Wrought iron is 
a good recycled metal as it has a 
low carbon content and the recycle 
process saves energy whilst retaining 
original quality.

Aspiration International works for 
the welfare of artisans and their 
families all over India, by promoting 
and developing cottage industries, 
improving social and economic 
conditions and providing fair wages 
to the artisans.
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NA2131
recy metal chimes 2 birds
bestseller

NA2133
recy metal chimes 
lotus
bestseller

NA2130
windchime 
golden 9 bells
bestseller

Recycled metal chimes 

NA2137
recy metal 
chimes birds 
circular

NA2132
recy metal chimes 
9 bells

NA1813
recy brass chime 
multi bells 55cm

NA2125
mobile recy metal with 
bells butterfly
23x40cm ht

More great chimes from our Fair Trade suppliers in the ‘steel 
city’ of Moradabad, India. The iron lady would approve.
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BBAM49
seagull BBAM50

puffin

BBAM51
yacht

BBAM52
fish

BBAM53
lighthouse

BBAM54
anchor

Seaside whitewash windchimes 

BBAM56
fish boat 
anchor

From a small workshop near Ubud, Bali, run by Titi Mertha (far 
left), who has supplied us for many years. We loved hearing how 
much our orders support her and her family. It is important to 
everyone at Shared Earth that we make a massive improvement 
to artisans’ lives. A single order can go a long way for our 
suppliers and that means so much to us! 
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Note: where we include a 
measurement, this is from top 
hook to base of the clapper. This 
is a handmade product and sizes 
may vary.

BBAM38
bamboo chime
pale turquoise  110cm

BBAM45
bamboo chimes 
110cm lime-green

BBAM46
bamboo chimes 
110cm purple

BBAM47
bamboo chimes 
110cm grey wash

BBAM48
bamboo chimes 
110cm red wash

bottom of chime

Bamboo is easily renewable and can play 
an important part in tackling climate 
change. As a raw material it is excellent 
both for environmental and economic 
sustainability in rural areas. It takes up 
little space, grows to maturity in under 5 
years, and can be harvested regularly. For 
products like these chimes, it’s ideal, as 
it grows freely in the woods and empty 
spaces close to our producer’s workshop. 
This is in a village near Ubud, Bali; they 
already live a sustainable lifestyle, growing 
their rice and other crops close by, and 
the sale of windchimes allows them to 
maintain the long-term sustainability of 
their community.

Bamboo
windchimes

NEW

WCAN2307
bamboo chimes 
rainbow 85cm

S0030
rainbow wrap 96cm
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BBAM28
panda 
100cm

BBAM25
coconut turtles
100cm

BBAM23
astrology
106cm
bestseller

BBAM55
starfish

BALI86
110cm

BALI85
102cm

BALI87
115cm
bestseller

Bamboo chimes make a mild, muted 
resonant sound which seems more 
natural and less intrusive than 
metal chimes – it can be deeply 
soothing in fact and not at all 
annoying as some chimes can be.

BBAM20
109cm
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BBAM29
coconut elephant
110cm

BBAM31
coconut bird 
with nest
120cm

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn dd llyy

BBAM30
coconut bird
110cm

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

BBAM44
bamboo chime 
with tree
bestseller

BBAM43
bamboo chime
Buddha head
bestseller

USW03
115cm

USW83
bestseller

BBAM21
bamboo chime owl 
97cm
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DCC12
pink white

DCC13
blue white

DCC14
orange 
yellow

DCC15
red black

DCC16
yellow pink

DCC17
purple 
white

DCC11
black 
white

DCC01
blues

DCC02
purples

DCC03
pink red

DCC04
green black

DCC06
cream black

DCC08
red white

DCC10
col pink 
thread

These ‘matching colour’ dreamcatchers have been really 
popular, so we’ve extended the range with several more 
colour combinations.

DCCSET
bargain pack
12 each x 10 
colours
20% 
discount

DC1509
red yellow 
orange 

DCC07
greens

DCC05
yellow green

Dreamcatchers

DC33
black
bestseller

These 6cm mini 
dreamcatchers fly 
off the shelves...

DC00
display 
stand, 18 
metal display 
prongs and 
222 assorted 
dreamcatchers

DC2110
black white 
border

DC1733A
dreamcatcher crochet tassels 
8cm assorted colours



DCKEY01
purple

DCKEY02
blue

DCKEY03
turquoise

DCKEY04
green

DCKEY05
yellow

DCKEY07
red

DCKEY08
rainbow

DCKEY06
orange

purple
DC40 10cm 
DC31 6cm 

blue
DC41 10cm 
DC30 6cm turquoise

DC42 10cm 
DC34 6cm

green
DC43 10cm 
DC29 6cm

yellow
DC44 10cm 
DC28 6cm

orange 
DC45 10cm 
DC35 6cm

red
DC46 10cm
DC26 6cm

Mini dreamcatchers in 2 
sizes, excellent prices - 
they fly off  the shelves! 

DCCHAK2
dreamcatcher 
chakra set of 
7 (dia 10cm)
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Bestselling range

DC1400
8cm dia

DC1401
8cm dia

DC1739
48 asst colours (6cm) 
at bargain price

Keyrings

DCKSET

Diameter 4.5cm
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DC2103
three-tier 
22, 17, 9cm dia

DC1809
6cm dia.
bestseller

DC240
rainbow lotus
30x65cm

DC241
rainbow hamsa hand
26x56cm

DC242
rainbow string of 
hearts
12x65cm

NEW

NEW

NEW

DC1901A
rainbow dark
22cm dia

DC2102 
with pompoms 
42cm dia
bestseller

DC2105
white border 
32cm dia

DC16713
largest dia 9cm

DC2104
7-tier 12cm dia
chakra colours
bestseller
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DC1737
diameter 53cm
bestseller

MNRDR00
ribbon spinner
105cm
bestseller

DC2100
pompoms 
30cm dia
bestseller

DC2101
dreamcatcher 
with pompoms 
heart

DC1901 
rainbow 
crochet 
22cm dia

DC1731B
rainbow with 
feathers

DC1506
17cm dia

DC1502
12cm

DC1503
17cm
bestseller

DC1902 
rainbow crochet 
with pompoms, 
32cm dia

DC1504
12cm dia
with beads,
mirrors & capiz 
shells

DC1501
6cm
bestseller

DC1500
4cm 

Rainbows - 
a symbol 
of hope
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Dreamcatchers are a Native American Indian 
tradition, supposed to protect you from bad 
dreams, whilst letting the good dreams through; 
they’re supposed to slip through the hole in 
the centre, and glide down the feathers to the 
sleeping person below. 
Ours are made in Bali, and our purchases keep 
several families in work each year. That was 
especially helpful during Covid, when sales to 
tourists dried up completely.

Catch your dreams!

DCC52
eye circular 
17cm

DCC45
12cm white 
brown blue

DCC46
12cm lilac purple

DCC47
12cm white 
grey

DCC48
12cm lilac 
grn yell pink

DCC50
12cm white 
blue

DC244
pentangle w mirrors 
9cm

DC243
moon + 
pentagrams
20x50cm

DCC51
eye 19 x 50cm

DCC49
12cm white 
brown

NEW RANGE
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DCC41
17cm turq 
pink

DCC44
17cm grn 
wh brown

DCC42
17cm pink 
blue wh grn

DCC40
17cm blue grn yell

DCC2227
42cm mixed cols
bestseller

DCC2228
42cm light green
bestseller

Pastel coloured 
dreamcatchers

DCC23
17cm red yell grey

DCC24
17cm white turq

DCC25
17cm pink border
bestseller

DCC26
17cm multi purple

DCC27
17cm grey wh teal
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DCW06
60cm length
bestseller

DCW13
150cm length
bestseller

DCW01
42cm diameter

DMC16
dreamcatcher 
macrame 3D 
cascade
32cm dia
bestseller
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Dreams of shifting white ...
Bright white pools in the dappled afternoon sun, 
our beautiful white dreamcatchers shift in the 
unseen breeze of the forest.  
What passing reveries will they snare in their 
gentle nets before the sunrise?

Dreams that make 
a difference
The crochet work for our 
dreamcatchers is produced by 
women in a remote mountain village 
in Bali, providing a much needed 
supplementary income to their main 
employment in agriculture. 

DCW09
6cm diameter
bestseller

DCW03
22cm dia.

DCW07
12cm dia.

DCW14
22cm dia.

DMC11
dreamcatcher 
moon white
30cm dia
bestseller

DMC06
dreamcatcher 
macrame 
42cm dia
bestseller
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ffaaii

rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

DC55
16cm dia
bestseller

DC16708
crochet
22cm dia
    

DC16711
crochet
6cm dia
bestseller

DC85
20cm dia
bestseller

DC16700
32cm dia

DMC12
dreamcatcher 
moon beige
30cm dia

DMC20
moon + circle 
white 20cm dia
bestseller

DMC28
dreamcatcher 
macrame owl
29x64cm

DC16710
with coconut 
beads
6cm dia

DC88
6cm natural

DC84
7.5cm dia

It is said that if you hang a 
dreamcatcher in your 

bedroom, the web 
catches bad dreams which 

stay in the web and 
disappear with the light of 

day. Good dreams are 
allowed to filter through.
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DMC32
17cm dia

DCW08
tree of life
12cm dia

Tree of Life Dreamcatchers

DC1804
7.5cm

DC1805
7.5cm
bestseller

DC1803
7.5cm

DC1905 
black 
6cm dia

DC1906 
beige 
6cm dia

DCT01
12cm brown

DCT02
12cm purple

DCT03
12cm magenta

DCT04
12cm blueDCT05

12cm rainbow

NEW
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A great selection of hangings, vibrant in colour and great fun!

SASH1002
bees & honey
55cm
bestseller

SASH44
5 donkeys

CRC17700
British animals
73cm

SASH1903
small elephants
60cm

SASH13A
frogs
70cm

MKS104
penguins
90cm

* Please note: All sizes given for tota bells are approximate. These products 
are not toys. Keep out of reach of young children * 

Tota hangings
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Hang it! 

SASH2160
recy sari dinosaur SASH2161

recy sari 
horse
bestseller SASH2162

unicorn
bestseller

SASH2163
under the sea

SASH2164
british wildlife

SASH2100
partridges

SASH2101
8 birds

More colourful mobiles from Sasha, one of  our Fair Trade suppliers in Kolkata.
They support the livelihoods of  5,000 artisans, mostly women.

These mobiles are made in 
various workshops in the 
slums of  Kolkata or in villages 
nearby. Sasha helps the women 
who make them to acquire 
skills in drawing, cutting, 
stitching, stuffing etc, and they 
become not just economically 
empowered but more 
confident in raising their voices 
against domestic violence, 
discrimination and other 
problems. 

The materials used have 
minimum impact on the 
environment, and machinery 
is limited to a small number of  
sewing machines.

 TOP SELLER
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Garlands 

SASH2150
sari fringe pompom 2m
bestseller

SASH2152
recy sari star 
pompom 1.5m
bestseller

SASH2153
fluffy 
pompom 
2m

SASH2154
multicol fluffy pompom 2m

Brighten up your house, back yard, 
or garden with these garlands from 
Kolkata, India. No expensive new 
furniture needed - a garland will 
transform the space in an instant.

Please note: these products are 
not a toy and are for decoration 
purpose only.

ffaaii

rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

SASH2151
recy sari shiny 

pompom 2m
bestseller
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These mobiles are handmade in Thailand using 
traditional techniques. The raw material for ‘saa’ 
paper, comes from the bark of  the Mulberry tree, 
which every year peels off, and can be used to 
make paper. It’s a totally sustainable material; if  
not used, it would simply go to waste.

MQMA800
elephants 
and hearts
bestseller

MQMA802
angels and hearts
bestseller 

MQMA803
doves and hearts

MQMA806
butterflies
bestseller

MQMQ804
angels

MQMA811
dolphins & 
hearts

MQMA814M
owls & hearts

Paper mobiles 

ffaaiirr
  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee
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MBC36
chakra bunting
each flag is 26 x 34cm

MBC32
chakra bunting
each flag is 13.5 x 15.5cm
bestseller

Suncatchers
Start your day with a happy thought! And through the day too of course. In the 
window, these suncatchers dazzle and shine, reminding you that peace, love, 
happiness and a smile on your face will make all the difference to your life! And 
from another point of view, these suncatchers are excellent sellers, which 
should bring a smile and happiness to you, our customers if you stock them.

S0009
19 x 20cm
bestseller

S0011
13 x 15cm
bestseller

S0010
12 x 21cm
bestseller

MRS016
be happy
17 x 27cm
bestseller

MBC1811
bunting chakra 12.5cm 
triangular

BSB01
bunting hope 
love etc

Bunting

MBC29
banner

MBC31
banner
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JUG18705
160cm length, 
assorted colours
bestseller

PROK008
bunting recycled sari and jeans
21x300cm

GOP17306
bunting kantha beige 
stonewash 200cm
bestseller

JUG18705 is made from scraps of recycled 
textiles, by the village women who make 

products for Karm Marg, the home for street 
children we support.

Our prayer flags are made by Tibetan 
refugees living in India. Prayer flags are 
colourful rectangular cloths often 
found strung along mountain passes 
and paths high in the Himalayas.  
The five colours represent the five 
elements: sky, air, fire, water, and earth.

TIB15705
prayer flags 27x20cm flag

MBC1810
love, wisdom, 
peace, etc.

GOP1220
Recycled silk bunting 200cm
bestseller

Tibetan Prayer Flags 
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CJW032
frog L12cm

CJW035
owl
12x12cm

CJW036
snail
L16cm
bestseller

CJW037
bird
L18cm

CJW038
hedgehog L18cm
bestseller

CJW039
hedgehog L23cm
bestseller

CJW040
cat L16cm
bestseller

CJW041
cat L20cm

CJW043
frog L22cm

CJW044
pig
L25cm

The ultimate in garden accessories – wildlife 
galore. This terracotta range is from our Fair 
Trade suppliers in Bangladesh and there’s 
nothing else like it on the UK market.

Terracotta planters

CJW034
hedgehog
L14cm

CJW015
wave 22cm ht.

CJW016
zigzag 21cm ht.

CJW030
pots set of 3

                 35x13.5cm

PROK060 
3 legs 16.5cm dia

PROK062
planter 3 legs 
14.5cm dia

PROK063
black wh str 15cm dia

PROK064
black wh str 20cm dia

CJW012
small 16 dia x 16cm ht.

CJW014
lar 22 dia x 23cm ht.

CJW013
med 19 dia x 20cm ht.

PROK061
patterned 21cm dia
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CJW005
sika 165cm 
terracotta pot 
21x22cm ht

These sikas and terracotta 
planters are from the Jute 

Works, Bangladesh.

Bangladesh is one of  the 
poorest countries in the 

world and is badly 
threatened by global 

warming as the seas rise. 
The Jute Works, founded in 
1973, is one of  the oldest 
Fair Trade organisations in 
the world and we’re proud 
to support them. Natural, 

local raw materials are used 
throughout. Most of  the 

artisans are women in rural 
or slum areas.

CJW009
sika palm fibre
3 tier 60cm

CJW006
sika 90cm with 
cane bowl 
26cm dia.

CJW011
sika 
recycled 
sari 3-tier 
100cm
bestseller

CJW010
sika jute 3-tier 
100cm
bestseller

NICK014
three tier 
shelving unit 
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 Bestselling Range!

DCW16
black 17cm 
dia 87cm ht

CM01
17cm 
rainbow

CM03
17cm 
teal

CM04
17cm 
yellow

CM05
17cm 
red

CM06
17cm 
green CM07

17cm 
bright 
blue

CM08
17cm 
purple CM09

17cm 
orange

A DCW11
22cm dia.
95cm length
bestseller

B DCW12
27cm dia.
110cm length

C DCW15
blue beads 22cm 
dia 90cm h

D NICK006
17cm dia.

E
NICK004
double basket
22cm and 
17cm dia. 
bestseller

F NICK015
triple basket
22, 22 and 17cm dia.
bestseller

A

B C

D

E F

 TOP SELLER
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ID06
hanging plant / 
t-light holder red

ID48
hanging plant / 
t-light holder
natural

ID53
hanging plant / t-light 
holder
natural

Planters and Coconut 
hanging bowls

PJP02
sloth

L27cm

PJP03
duck
L16cm

PJP04
elephant
L22cm

PJP05
camper van red
L19cm

PJP07 
camper van 
blue L16cm

PJP12
black cat
11x23cm

ID27
2-tier, light 
natural ID28

3-tier, natural

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn ddllyy

ID17
coconut planter or 
T-lite holder suns

ID02
coconut planter or 
T-lite holder red ID14B

coconut planter or 
T-lite holder polka 
dots

Made in Bali using sustainable materials.

PJP06
giraffe planter
L16cm

NEW
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GM01
green man 
50cm

GM04
green man 
50cm

GM07
green man 
50cm

GM08
bird house owl 
22cm

GM09
bird house green 
man 30cm

The Green Man!
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GM2300
buddha woodcarving 
50cm ht

GM2301
green buddha 
woodcarving 30cm

GM2302
green owl + baby 
25cm ht

GM2303
green owl + baby 
woodcarving 20cm ht

GM2304
hare woodcarving 
20cm ht

GM2307
green man 
woodcarving 30cm ht 
wavy hair

GM2308
green man 
woodcarving 30cm 
curly beard

GM2309
green man 
woodcarving 
15cm ht

GM2310
green owl 
woodcarving 
15cm ht

NEW RANGE

More beautifully handcrafted products from Bali! 
Made from Jempinis wood, the designs are directly 
carved into the tree and the original form remains as 
part of the natural organic look. 

The Green Man represents renewal, growth and 
ecological awareness. These handcarved sculptures 
are very much in keeping with the growing concern 
around the world to tackle climate change and create 
a sustainable future.
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Sandstone Buddhas 
and Ganeshas
These sandstone buddhas and gods are 
made in a small workshop in rural Bali – 
they’re great both indoors and out, are well 
priced and extremely popular. We recommend 
them.

Sandstone is a great eco-friendly option as it 
needs only a fraction of the energy needed to 
create man-made stone like concrete or brick. 

NUG2300
green stone buddha 
head 11cm ht

NUG2301
green stone buddha 
16cm ht

NUG2309
green stone shaolin 
monk praying 
20cm ht

NUG2311
green stone 
primitive art god 
20cm ht

NUG2313
green stone buddha 
head to side 19cm ht

NUG2314
green stone vishnu 
head 27cm ht

NUG2312
green stone shaolin 
monk sitting praying 
22cm ht

NEW RANGE
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NUG004
sandstone & 
resin, 20cm 
height
bestseller

NUG021
Buddha 21cm ht.

NUG001
sandstone & resin, 
33cm height

NUG002
sandstone & resin, 
25cm height
bestseller

NUG003
sandstone & resin, 
30cm height
bestseller

NUG2316
stone dewi tara goddess gold 
effect 33cm ht

NUG2317
stone dewi sri goddess 
31 cm ht

NEW NEW

NUG022
Buddha 22cm ht.
bestseller

NUG020
Buddha 16cm ht.
bestseller
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NUG006
elephant incense holder 
14 x 11cm ht
bestseller

NUG010
elephant 
25 x 20cm ht

NUG008
Ganesha incense holder
21cm ht

Ganeshas

NUG023
Ganesha with book

NUG024
Ganesha reclining

NS52010
stone elephant 
28cm ht

NEW
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GN01
Buddha head to side blue

GN06
Buddha head to side gold 
green red

GN08
Buddha pink flowers

GN09
Buddha yellow flowers

GN02
Buddha head to side green

GN03
Buddha head to side 
charcoal

NUG007
tortoise incense holder 
14 x 8cm ht

NUG009
Ganesha in hand 
incense holder 
17cm ht

These handcarved and handpainted plaques 
are made in Bali made from Albesia, a fast 
growing tree and sustainable source of  
wood. The aesthetic approach of  blending 
colour with gold lacquer is typical of  
Balinese art. 
Size 30x40cm

Hand carved
Buddha plaques

NUG025
birdbath

NUG026
birdbath lar
bestseller

Birdbaths
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eeccoo
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NS1971
Buddha
17cm gold 

NS1970
Buddha 17cm silver 

NS1973
Buddha
31cm gold 

NS1972
Buddha 31cm silver 

Sandstone Buddhas

NS1976
hand incense holder
14cm silver 

NS1974
Buddha with t-lite
32cm silver 

NS1977
hand incense holder
14cm gold 

If  left outdoors, these sandstone cast Buddhas and 
other pieces will retain their brightness for years. 
Eventually they will probably grow a rich living patina 
of  moss and lichen, blending in with other garden 
plants (our MD comments “I’ve had one in my garden 
for 24 months – and it’s almost as good as new”.

They can of  course also 
be used indoors.
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FWST1802
zany zebra

Wooden stools
These animal stools and the 
table are just perfect for a special 
children’s party! And the stools 
on the following pages couldn’t 
do a better job at making young 
children feel special. They’re 
sturdy so they won’t tip over all 
the time, and even if  they do… 
well it’s hardly any distance from 
the floor.

The wood is sourced from the 
Samanea Saman or ‘Raintree’ 
(Acaccia or ‘Monkey Pod tree) 
and can be recognised by its 
characteristically umbrella 
shaped canopy. Often planted 
by roads to give shade, it grows 
so quickly that it’s a perfect eco 
friendly hardwood for furniture 
production.

All the stools here are 24cm high

eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn dd llyy

FWST1900
rhino

FWST1902
fancy flamingos

FWST2801
giant panda

FWST2805
bear with 
bow tieFWST2802

ladybird
bestseller

FWST2804
save our 
bees
bestseller

FWST1804
elephant

FWST1803
giraffe
bestseller
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FWST851
monkey

FWST854
sheep
bestseller

FWST858
dog

FWST850
fox

FWST2808
grey cat

FWST855
lion
bestseller

FWST857
owl

FWST818
bear
bestseller

FWST2807
elephant with 
yellow cap and 
balloon
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eeccoo

ffrr iiee nn dd llyy

FWST2803
rainbow

FWST2806
white heart

Now let’s move away from 

animals… Just as exciting for young 

children though, who want their 

own special stool. Even during the 

Covid crisis these popular stools 

continued to be steady sellers.

All stools here are 24cm high.

FWST838
pink button

FWST839
blue button

FWST2810
yellow flower
bestseller

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

FWST1903
mother hen & 
chick
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CID035
coconut planter hedgehog

CID031
coconut planter elephant

FWST2811
plant stand 
raintree wood

KC1620
rainbow ceramic planter 
12cm x 10cm ht
bestseller

Frighten the pests away! Try these novelty 
animal planters in your garden, or inside 
for that matter...

CID003
coconut planter 
orangutan

NA2203
plant stand 
mango wood

PROK090
hemp twine 10m 10 different colours

PROK092
hemp twine 50m dark green

Another great addition to our range, from 
Bangladesh. We’ve seen a lot of  twine 
on the market but none that’s Fair Trade. 
Perfect for garden use, tying parcels or 
gifts, craftwork or floristry.

Hemp twine

PROK100

PROK098PROK093

PROK097PROK092

PROK099PROK094

PROK091 PROK096

PROK095

For different colours in 50cm 
(PROK091-100) see our website.

KC1621
rainbow ceramic planter 
16x14cm ht
bestseller
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TC03
rubber gloves

TC01
gardening gloves 
(medium)

TC02
gardening 
gloves (large)

Fair trade rubber and 
gardening gloves
These gloves are made from Fair 
Trade latex and natural rubber 
harvested by small-scale farmers in 
Sri Lanka. The farmers earn a 
premium from the exporters, who 
have also invested in education, 
medical support and correct rubber 
tapping knives. They also provide 
training to the farmers on the best 
ways to care for the trees, and 
manage the land they grow on.

NA19706
bike chain bike 
planter holder

NA2007
recy oildrum 
songbird 
27x7x19cm ht

ffaaii
rr  ttrraaddee

ffaa iirr   tt rr aa ddee

MO52
planter 25x25cm 
MO51
planter 20x20cm
MO44
storage bag 
with zip
MO41
washbag/pouch

Recycled fertiliser bags 
from Vietnam 
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